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Hello, and welcome to Merton’s Alternative Prospectus!

This has been written entirely by us students here at Merton from the 

perspective of what life is really like at Oxford’s oldest college. From living 

and studying to sports and societies, we hope to cover every aspect of life here 

to show you just how proud of Merton we all are!

If you’ve had the chance to visit and walk through our beautiful grounds and 

gardens, chatting to our students, you will hopefully agree that Merton is an 

incredibly friendly and diverse place. We have so much to offer, so please have 

a read through our prospectus and let us show you why you’re bound to love it 

here! First, a few fun facts:

 Merton is over 750 years old and has 

the oldest continuously functioning 

academic university library in the world 

 We’re a relatively small college with 

around 90 undergraduates admitted per 

year, making the college environment 

super friendly and meaning it’s really 

easy to meet people from all years. 

 We provide accommodation in the centre 

of oxford for every year of your 

undergraduate degree. 

 We have an amazing entz team who 

organise an incredible range of social 

events from freshers week to the four 

termly bops – far more often than most 

colleges. 

 Merton hosts a triennial winter 

ball, to look forward to at least 

once during your time here. 

 We pride ourselves for being 

inclusive and welcoming to all 

students, regardless of 

background. 

 We’ve produced many notable 

alumni, including sir roger 

bannister, kris Kristofferson, 

Judge Dame Phillpa Whipple and 

t.s. eliot, after whom our 

theatre is named! 

 Our last warden, professor 

Irene tracey has recently become 

oxford uni’s vice chancellor! 

WHETHER YOU’RE ENTICED 

BY THE STUNNING 

SCENERY, GREAT FOOD OR 

WONDERFUL SENSE OF 

COMMUNITY, MERTON HAS 

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE 

AND WE’RE SO EXCITED TO 

BE ABLE TO SHARE A 

GLIMPSE OF COLLEGE LIFE 

WITH YOU!

READ ON TO FIND OUT MORE 

AND ENJOY!
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HOLLYWELL ROOM

SECOND YEAR ROOM

Merton is a very centrally 

located college, with the high 

street only a five to ten minute 

walk from all accommodation.
In your first year, you will either live in rose 

lane (a collection of houses located within 

college and next door to the botanic gardens,) in 

one of three houses on Merton street or in front 

quad.

First year rooms are randomly allocated to 

students prior to arrival, and they all cost the 

same. All rooms have internet access (both wi-fi 

and ethernet), furniture (desk, shelves, drawers, 

bed, pinboard), a sink, and there is an option to 

bring your own kettle and fridge for when you need 

some tea and snacks to keep you fuelled throughout 

the day! There are also plenty of shared bathrooms 

(with acess to showers and baths), keeping 

A bonus of Merton accommodation is that it is available for every year of your 

degree, even six for the medics! There is the option to live out privately after first 

year, but most people choose to remain in Merton-owned accommodation, to save 

money and the hassle of having to sort out living arrangements in your first term at 

oxford. After first year, accommodation is assigned with a ballot system (done in the 

third term), which you can enter with a group of up to six people.

This means you get to live with your friends after first year! Second and fourth 

years live on Holywell street, about a 5 minute walk from college, in a very pretty 

part of oxford! It’s around the corner from the Radcliffe camera (the iconic 

circular library) and in a very central area. Holywell street accommodation is 

essentially a chance to live in a shared house, whilst still enjoying the affordable 

college rent, having cleaning services, and having laundry facilities nearby. Each 

house has a well-equipped kitchen and is around a 5 minute walk from college.

In the year in which you sit 

your final exams (third year 

for most), you have the 

choice of moving back into 

college to live in one of the 

historic quads, including mob 

quad (the oldest quad in 

oxford!) most rooms come as 

a ‘set’ so you may be lucky 

enough to get a bedroom, study 

and ensuite to get you through 

finals!Mertonians generally agree that the 

accommodation is reasonably priced, of a very 

good standard, comparing favourably with unis 

across the south east. The accommodation also 

makes it very easy to make friends – I am close 

friends with many people from my first year 

accommodation in rose lane!

ROSE LANE

HAJRAH, 2ND YEAR ENGLISH 

STUDENT



LIFE AT MERTON FOOD
Food is the essence of life… or something like that. 

Luckily, you’ve come to the right place. Merton 

boasts some of the best and cheapest food in all of 

Oxford - you can get a whole day’s food for just 

over £10: (figures below for the 2022-23 year):

Breakfast £2.13

Lunch £3.88

Dinner £4.78 (same price for formals!) 

We do also have kitchens available for all students to use: three 

kitchens for first years, second year houses all include a kitchen 

and third year college rooms can access the JCR kitchen. So if you 

fancy staying in to cook, you very easily can!

The bar is the heart of Merton’s social life - on any given evening 

you will find people doing anything from having drinks before a 

night out to playing boardgames with a can of Coke. Every week will 

have a bar event of some sort, whether that’s the weekly bar quiz or 

karaoke nights, dress-up nights, and so on. And more significantly, 

the bar is the only place you will find the Power Pint, the Merton 

drink: at £3.80, Of course, there is a wide range of non-alcoholic 

drinks to choose from too, currently including (but not limited to) 

San Pellegrino, a variety of fancy Fentimans drinks (my favourite is 

the Rose Lemonade) and your usual finds of Coke, lemonade, etc.

Susi - Food & Bar Rep, 2022-23

Merton offers all three meals in Hall on a pay-as-you-go basis - all you have to do is 

book the day before. You will find catering for a range of dietary requirements - 

including gluten-free, dairy-free, veggie, vegan, allergies, halal and kosher - upon 

request. Formals happen four days a week, offering a three course meal and a funny Latin 

grace at the start!

What I love most about Merton is being surrounded by so much history! 

I’m a specialist in medieval literature (more on this later!), so I 

love that I’m surrounded by buildings dating back to the 13th century. 

we’re lucky enough to have Mob Quad – the oldest quadrangle in 

Oxford! Also, Fellows Garden is stunning – we have a fantastic 

gardening team who work very diligently to provide us with a beautiful 

green space. (I should mention that it has Wi-Fi!) 

Fellows garden is great for relaxing/working/procrastinating. 

Talking of procrastinating, there are plenty of other ways of doing 

this: we have the TV Room, for your Sky Sports 

viewing/Eurovision/University Challenge/all of the above, and a 

games room which includes free pool, table football and darts. We 

also have the Junior Common Room (JCR), a nice space to catch up 

with friends. We do often have table tennis tournaments in there, if 

you prefer that to playing actual tennis. Around the site, we have 

six music practice rooms for any musicians, and a gym for budding 

athletes! All of these are free for college to use.

ALSO, Merton has not one, but two libraries. Currently, those are 

owl (a big old Victorian-house, converted to a library) and mob 

library. Both owl and mob are open from 7.30am-2am, so if you’re a 

night owl (like me), this is very helpful. We also get to take 

advantage of the free printing!

We are incredibly lucky to have so many spaces around college to 

socialise, work and enjoy Uni life! being part of such a friendly 

and active community means it can be very easy to have a healthy 

balance of socialising and working. 
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ENGLISH STUDENT 



ENTZ (entertainment)
Despite what you may have heard, Oxford students DO go out. In fact, what makes 

Oxford great for fun is that every college has a team of students given a nice 

heap of money and tasked with heaving their friends out of the library (it never 

takes too much convincing). At Merton, the heart of college social life are the 

bi-weekly BOPs we organise. These are basically huge themed parties for 

undergrads and grads, where you get the chance to dress stupidly, steal free 

drinks, and dance to cheesy tunes. Every college runs BOPs, but Merton is a real 

catch for the free pre-drinks and our own dance floor which keeps the party 

going till 2 a.m. And to top it all off, hall runs a brunch the next morning so 

you can make sure to catch up on all the gossip. 

And Bops are just the tip of the Entz iceberg; over the past couple terms we have 

also hosted college bar crawls, themed nights in the bar, drag bingo, karaoke, 

black tie dinners with free prosecco receptions, and wine and cheese nights. Entz 

is also about inclusivity, and we make sure to cater to all students, especially 

those who don’t fancy drinking themselves stupid. There are plenty of film 

nights, baking competitions, and carnival games to look forward to too! This 

term we hosted a pancake night and a valentine's day competition. Entertainment 

in Oxford isn’t just about the city; there’s just as much (free) stuff to take 

advantage of in college. 

Dressing fancily, dressing stupidly; going wild, having a cosy night in. We do it 

all here at Merton!

Merton’s famous annual 

wine and cheese night, 

where we get in Oxford’s 

finest wine and cheese 

(and lots of it!)

A snapshot of the shapes being 

thrown in the bar when invited a 

local drag queen to host drag 

bingo 

BOPs are the highlight 

of the weekend, with 

your own music and 

cheap college drinks 

nearby

JOE (HE/HIM) AND ZANDER (HE/HIM)- ENTZ Reps 



Hello - me again! As you will soon see, welfare provision at Merton 

is fantastic and the Welfare Reps work alongside a number of the JCR 

Equality Representatives: LGBTQ+, BME, International, Gender 

Equality and Disabilities. These individual reps work hard to ensure 

that everyone in the JCR is represented and that any specific concerns 

or ideas you may have are addressed!

As well as the equality aspect of the role, the Access Rep co-

ordinates JCR participation with the access and outreach work done by 

the College. This involves helping out by giving college tours, talking 

to prospective applicants, doing Q&A sessions with visiting schools 

and colleges and helping out with summer open days. It also includes 

making the JCR involved with access-related issues within college 

(e.g. the price of certain events and the transition into university) 

and dealing with other access related issues.

Hi! I'm Lottie, the JCR Gender Equalities Rep. Merton is a great college and does its best to make 

everyone feel comfortable, regardless of their gender. However, there is always more work to be 

done!

A big part of my role is being around to chat with people about any gender-related concerns they 

may have or helping them to find the right people to talk to if I don’t know enough to help them 

personally. There will always be someone that you can come to talk to be it A student, member of 

staff, tutor, or welfare professional.

Another part of my role covers consent and sexual health: if you ever want to talk to someone 

about consent, sexual health, gender equality or any other related concerns, you can come to me in 

complete confidence. It can be daunting starting uni and having to navigate all of these things, 

sometimes for the first time, so consent workshops are also provided as part of the Freshers’ 

Week timetable. 

Merton also hosts the Annual Equality Conversation to bring together guest speakers on the topic 

of equality. Gender inequalities extend far beyond the issues we experience at university, and we are 

keen to give everyone access to discussion and debate on equality in the wider world. 

Finally, I also organise the International Women's Day formal in Hilary term, which is a great 

night to come together as women and people of marginalised genders to talk about our experiences, 

and have a lovely dinner in Hall whilst doing it.

Lottie, 

JCR 

Gender 

Rep

I’m Ella (she/her) a third year mathematician, I am blind and have 

a guide dog called Rio. My role involves representing any student in 

the JCR who has any form of disability, including Physical/sensory 

impairment, SPLDs, social communication disorders (e.g. autism), 

chronic illness, and mental health conditions. I advocate to the wider 

JCR and college to improve accessibility and provision for students 

with disabilities, as well as occasionally holding social events for 

students with disabilities to get together and chat with those who 

might share similar experiences.

ELLA, JCR 

DISABILITIES

REP



Hi, I’m Grace (she/they), LGBTQIA+ Rep! Coming to University 

is, undoubtedly, an extremely exciting time as a queer person. With 

a host of opportunities to make new friends of all genders, 

sexualities, opinions, backgrounds and beliefs, and lots of us only 

being out for the first time, it can be absolutely lifechanging. As 

the LGBTQIA+ Representative for the JCR Committee, I am deeply 

aware of this, and get the opportunity to look after the welfare of, 

and create a myriad of exciting socials for the queer members of 

the JCR. Another aspect of the role is advocacy for LGBTQIA+ 

motions during JCR meetings, to help Merton remain the 

progressive, forward-thinking and inclusive institution it already 

is. At a University level, Oxford LGBTQIA+ society has a packed 

calendar of socials and welfare activities for people of all genders 

and sexualities, from hot chocolate meets to bouldering, to board 

game nights to Tuesgays, we’ve got it all!

The ethnic minorities representative is there to 

ensure people from all races and ethnicities feel 

welcome at Merton, whether that’s by putting on 

events to celebrate the various ethnicities we have, 

organising speakers who discuss racial issues or by 

listening and acting on behalf of students. the 

opening of a multi-faith prayer room was one 

action that arose from conversations between the 

students and college. Merton and Oxford are making 

progress with equality but there is still some work 

to be done, which is why my role as ethnic 

minorities rep is a key part of the equality 

committee!

Grace, JCR

LGBTQIA+

REP

Kiana, JCR

Ethnic 

Minorities

REP
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Welfare
Starting university is an incredible experience, but 

we’re all well aware that it can also be a daunting one. 

It can be difficult to balance living away from home, 

coping with an increased workload, and trying to make 

some new, life-long friends. Thankfully, Merton is 

extremely lucky to have a fantastic welfare team 

available to try and make the transition a little 

easier, and there are plenty of people around to help 

you out.

First of all, there’s us! We’re the Welfare Reps and 

are part of the JCR’s Executive Committee. Our role is 

threefold. Firstly, we organise tons of fun activities 

each term, including ice skating, coffee trips, and 

movie nights. In particular, we also run the super 

popular weekly JCR Welfare Tea on Sundays featuring 

lots of free food (including hot waffles!). 

Second of all, another really important aspect of our job is to provide 

and coordinate peer support across the college. We’re peer support trained 

ourselves to help students assess and evaluate their own thoughts. We also 

arrange peer support training for other JCR reps, and can also point you 

to other sources of help like our wonderful Welfare Advisor, Head of 

Welfare, College Nurse, university counselling services, and College 

Doctor. 

Part of our particular role of peer support includes 

restocking supplies of free condoms and enduring provision 

of free sanitary products, panic alarms, and pregnancy 

tests when required. Finally, we also represent any 

particular welfare concerns from students at termly 

consultations within the college with the senior welfare 

team.

Merton also benefits from three lovely Junior 

Deans for Welfare who are graduate students 

employed by the College to be a first point of 

contact for welfare advice, and to liaise with 

staff and students. Your tutors are also available 

to help you overcome any problems with studies 

and if the problem comes down to welfare they 

will never have an issue with providing extra 

support. The College also has a really generous 

hardship fund so if you ever find you are 

struggling financially, for whatever reason, you 

can apply for this fund.

The benefit of being one of the smaller colleges 

is that Merton has a real community feel which 

means that you will always be able to get the 

support you need! There’s support around you 

everywhere at college – just remember to ask!

SHIVANII AND KIERAN, WELFARE REPS

WAFFLE MAKING AT 

WELFARE TEA:

ICE SKATING TRIP!

WELFARE AT CHRISTMAS
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Internafional Rep/Sociefies
International Societies

Hi, my name is Shamin and I’m a first year law student! 

Having lived in Pakistan my whole life, I’m quite familiar with the struggles 

international students face in adjusting and settling in to a new environment 

– it can be overwhelming at first but immensely rewarding simultaneously. 

Whether it’s tips on what to pack, or how to prepare for the new change, or 

even helping to drag your boxes to international storage, as international rep 

I aim to help make student’s transitions to Oxford as smooth as possible! 

Having loved my first year here, I look forward to being able to do this, so 

that everyone can experience all of the amazing things at Merton!

once you arrive in College, there will be plenty of college members around to 

help you set up the initial admin, like your bank account. There will also be 

helpers to guide you to where international storage is in college, and events 

before Fresher’s Week starts for early arrival international students!

During the year, the JCR organises events such as charity formals, film nights 

and international welfare tea. Many different national and cultural societies 

across the University also host events that are open to all. Also, it can be 

really rewarding to step outside your comfort zone and try new things as well, 

and to experience the wide range of opportunities both at Merton and at Oxford.

Merton has a large community of international students and lots of support in 

place. International reps are often peer support trained and welcome anyone 

who wants to chat about their experience or concerns. Life at Oxford can get 

stressful sometimes, but we have a solid support network in place to help the 

transition be as smooth as possible!

THE JCR: every undergraduate in Merton is a member of the Junior 

Common Room (JCR). We elect representatives who are tasked with 

discussing matters relating to the students with College. Biweekly 

meetings (OGMs or Ordinary General Meetings) are open to all 

undergraduate students!

There are plenty of ways to get 

involved at Merton, with societies, 

musical opportunities, sports teams 

and more!

SUBJECT SOCIETIES: Everyone automatically becomes part of their 

subject society when they join. If you’re a joint honours student, 

you’ll be part of two/more subject societies! Every subject has an 

annual dinner party and a garden party, where students and subject 

tutors get to meet and enjoy a nice meal!

MUSIC: There are many opportunities to get involved with music at 

Merton, including the fantastic Choir of Merton College, the Kodály 

Choir (the oldest non-auditioning choir in Oxford), and the Fidelio 

Orchestra. The last two are both run by Merton College Music Society.

NEAVE SOCIETY: the debating society of Merton, concerned with 

politics and current affairs – a chance to discuss contemporary 

political issues.

MERTON FLOATS: Revived in 2018 with a very popular performance of 

Shakespeare’s Love’s Labour’s Lost, the Floats have been putting on 

an annual garden play every summer since! Other plays have included 

Much Ado About Nothing and Twelfth Night.

Shamin, JCR International Rep
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Merton’s reputation of 

holding our academic success 

above all else is entirely 

misleading. In reality, our 

college sports scene is what 

it’s really all about. Can 

any other college call 

themselves Squash Cuppers 

Champions 2021? And this is 

only the tip of the iceberg 

of Merton’s sporting 

opportunities.

‘Cuppers’ is the name for the inter-college tournaments 

which take place in almost every sport imaginable. We have 

strong teams for all the more ‘typical’ sports one might 

expect – rugby, cricket, football, netball, hockey, tennis, 

badminton. The list also extends to those which may be 

considered somewhat more unusual. Last year we fielded 

multiple teams for punting cuppers; not only do you have to 

punt faster than the other team, but you also must finish 

some Pimm’s and two punnets of strawberries before you 

reach the finish line… Merton’s fleet of three punts, free 

to use during the summer term, are ideal for training 

purposes. We also have kayaks and a canoe for all-year-

round exploration of the River Cherwell! 

Back on land, Merton boasts enviable sporting facilities at 

the ‘Pav’, also known for our famous BOPs (see Entz). 

Kept in impeccable condition by our groundsman, our sports 

grounds feature rugby and football pitches, cricket nets, 

tennis courts, netball courts, squash courts, a volleyball 

court and, all importantly, a rounders diamond. The sports 

grounds also play host to our two annual sports days, one 

with our sister college Peterhouse Cambridge in the second 

term and a more summery iteration in May. Picture your 

school sports day, but less strenuous! 

James, sports rep
If the idea of competitive punting has not satiated you with Oxford 

clichés already, mention of Merton’s rowing culture is 

essential. If the idea of waking at the crack of dawn (or 

earlier!) to glide through Oxford’s picturesque landscape is not 

an attractive prospect, why not? The camaraderie within the boat 

club is unparalleled and provides a distracting escape from the 

academic side of life, which can often be all too consuming. In 

addition, the festival atmosphere of the inter-college regattas 

such as Torpids and Summer Eights is unique and unmissable, even 

for those who wouldn’t touch a rowing boat with a punt pole! 

Women’s Rowing Team

Sports Day

Netball Team

James 

punting
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Hi! I’m Lottie, a second-year PPE-ist at 

Merton.

Whilst the work can be substantial, it’s 

also very enjoyable and PPE at Oxford can 

be a range of workloads depending on what 

papers you choose to take. First-year can 

be quite intense because you take all three 

subjects, which means switching between 

disciplines throughout the week. But it’s 

also fun, especially when you have tutes 

with your friends. 

One of the great things about Merton is that 

tutors are so happy to let you explore your own 

interests within a topic, and are often world 

experts in an area. In your second and third 

year, you have the option to drop one of the 

three subjects (and most people do!). I’ve 

continued with philosophy and politics, which 

means I write two essays each week, for papers 

that I choose each term. But if you keep going 

with economics. Often you’ll have a problem 

sheet instead of an essay. I really enjoy getting 

to choose the areas that really interest me, 

and love the freedom of choice we get after 

first year.

My days look something like this: I get up at 6 

am to row (but you don’t have to do this!), 

and I get back to my house around 8.30 am, 

where my friends and I cook breakfast together. 

After that, we either have lectures for a few 

hours, or head to the library to work on our 

essays or readings for the week. Merton is very 

central, so it’s easy to go and get lunch at one 

of the many sandwich shops in the centre. After 

that, it’s back to the library, 

this time with a coffee. We do some more 

reading (and distract each other from 

reading by taking long breaks) before we go 

home for dinner. After that, we might head 

to Merton’s bar, go out for a crewdate 

(Merton College Boat Club is great for 

these), or have a chill evening in and watch 

a movie together. 

And when you’re not working, there’s so 

much to do at Merton! I’ve been Gender Rep 

on the JCR this year, as well as Women’s 

Vice Captain for rowing at Merton; I was on 

the winter ball committee and now I edit for 

the Cherwell (a student newspaper). But 

your free time doesn’t have to be spent on 

extra curriculars, Merton has punts 

available for students to use in the summer, 

and lovely gardens to spend time in. Your 

house, too, is a great social space to spend 

time with your friends, so you’ll never be 

bored or be short of things to do!

I have absolutely loved my time here, and I 

would really encourage you to apply if 

you’re interested in PPE.

WHAT LIVING AT 

MERTON IS LIKE 

FOR THE STUDENTS 

THEMSELVES

Stories from students 

studying:

- PPE 

- Languages 

- Classics 

- English 

- History 

- Biology 
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Hi, I’m Hazel, a second-year English and French student! As I do a humanities degree, my timetable tends to be a little less 

rigorous than for STEM because I don’t get bogged down by hours of lectures and lab work. The freedom to do what I want with my 

time can be nice, but on the flip side, that means I have to be quite self-disciplined, as I’ve got to set my own working hours and 

decide how much reading I want to get done during the day.

I will just preface this by saying that there really isn’t a typical ‘day in the life’ for me as my Schedule varies (my classes are 

scattered across the week), and also depends on how busy my term’s workload is.

7.00am: Wake up. Sometimes a bit later though! 

7.30am: Go to the college gym. It’s completely free so I like to make the most of it!

8.30am: Have breakfast.

9.00am-12.00pm: Study at either one of the College libraries or the English faculty building. Lectures aren’t compulsory so I 

attend far fewer than I probably should…

12.00pm – 1.00pm: Lunch break. Sometimes I like to go to hall as it’s quite cheap and the food is pretty good! If I’m out, I 

might grab something with a friend. Gloucester Green market has lots of nice food.

1.00pm-6.00pm: Head to the library. Sometimes I’ll have to attend a class or tutorial. My classes are all run by college rather 

than the Faculty. For French (though this should apply to Modern Languages in general), we have three classes a week: translation 

(French to English), grammar (English to French) and speaking, I have tutorials once or twice a week. These are just hour-long 

sessions where I sit down with a tutor and discuss a certain topic, which I will have handed an essay in beforehand. My tutes are one 

to one for the most part, which isn’t as scary as it sounds! They’re incredibly useful because you can talk about an area that you 

particularly enjoy or want to explore further. Tutors really want to help you or see you improve (it’s literally their job).

6.00-8.00pm: I cook dinner. Usually my housemates are around so we hang out in the kitchen.

9.00pm: For the rest of the evening, I give myself some time to relax and basically just do whatever I want!

Hazel, 2nd Year 

Languages Student
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Jemima,

1st

year 

Classics 

Student

Waking Up (7am-9am): Your alarm goes off at 7. Usually, this is followed by some time sleeping in, scrolling through your phone, and making yourself some 

breakfast, but occasionally you might be more active with a morning walk or workout. After two hours and a nice cuppa, you are finally ready to face the day’s work! 

Morning study (9am-11am): Head to the library and do some reading. Merton has not one, but two libraries to choose from, so you’re spoiled for choice – or 

you could head to one of the countless libraries across Oxford. Now you have actually looked at your essay topic for this week, you realise you really should have 

started reading for this earlier, but it’s fine because you can get through five articles in two hours, right? (Hint: it’s unlikely)  

Lecture time (11am-12am): You arrive 5 minutes late to the lecture even though it is literally being held next door to your college because you were trying to 

finish an article, but it’s fine. The lecture has a 50% chance of being one of the interesting ones. At the end, you can chat to a few friends on your course from other 

colleges, who you have probably met in first year intercollegiate language classes.  

Lunch (12am-1pm): Time to appreciate the Merton dining hall, with a hot meal, dessert, soup and salad options too! Arguably the best meal of the day. Plus, you 

can sit with your friends and compete to see who has the most work this week. There is a weird sort of glory in being the most stressed. It’s also fun to have discussions 

about your subjects and hear someone’s passion as they teach you all about their niche research interests!  

Afternoon nap (1pm-4pm): You try to continue with reading but the afternoon lull sets over you and you can barely keep your eyes open. You take half an hour 

to get some fresh air and a cuppa/snack, which ends up being a two hour long procrastination session… When you return to the library, you end up replying to emails 

and organising your week instead of reading. Technically that’s still productive!  

Tutorial (4-5pm): Time for the quintessential Oxford experience of a tutorial. You handed in a translation yesterday and now you and the tutor go through it. You 

made some mistakes, but you use those as a learning curve – you still deserve to be here!   

More reading (5pm-7pm): Yep, more reading. Unfortunately, it’s necessary.  

Formal (7pm-8:30pm): You go to the hall for formal dinner! The food is delicious and it’s nice to take a slightly slower pace at the end of the day. Of course, if 

you have an essay due soon, probably best to go to early supper instead.  

Hanging out (8:30pm-10pm): You head to the bar and play poker with your friends, which has become a weekly tradition! There are lots of people chilling out 

there and the atmosphere is nice.  

Bedtime (10-11pm): Eventually, you head back to your room, reply to a few emails, then finally go to bed! Hopefully you can get started on writing that essay, 

but that’s future you’s problem now.
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It is a truth universally acknowledged that English students have far fewer contact hours 

than most other students. Whilst that may be true, (I currently have four contact hours per 

week, including lectures, classes and tutorials), the workload is certainly not lacking.

I am also a medievalist, and the only one in my Merton cohort! In first year, you get to 

study four papers: 1910-present, 1830-1910, 650-1350 and a literary theory and linguistics 

paper. Of course, I enjoyed the medieval paper the most, and chose to specialise in this – if 

you prefer the modern stuff, then you can study that instead in second year. Whichever path 

you choose (medieval or modern).

In an average week, I will have an essay due in for a tutorial, a class or two, and 2-4 

lectures. I like to spread my work out across libraries, so mornings are typically spent at the 

English faculty and afternoons often in OWL library at Merton. College libraries tend to 

have most of what I need – this was especially true in first year. After finishing my weekly 

essay, i usually take a break by meeting a friend for coffee, or going for a walk, or maybe 

window shopping in Blackwell’s, the bookshop every English student quickly becomes very 

familiar with.

When I’m not spending my student loan on books I will probably never read, you can find me 

playing or training for the Merton college netball team, working on access and equality for 

college, and in the evenings I’m quite likely to cook! I find it a relaxing and productive way 

to end the day. it’s also a good way of being social, because I often have dinner with my 

housemates.

I do really enjoy my degree, as well as all the extra curriculars. Studying medieval 

literature at the oldest college in Oxford is a pretty surreal experience, and I get to do that 

with the most wonderful people at Merton, including friends and tutors. So, If you’re 

considering English at Merton, go for it and apply now!

Hajrah,

2nd

year 

English 

Student
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General Overview

History is great (read: the best) because of 

its flexibility. Having few contact hours 

allows room for exploring new activities, 

keeping every day different and exciting. A 

typical week often involves going to 

concerts, meeting friends for coffee, 

playing some college sport, and attending 

formals in Merton’s beautiful dining hall 

(with their equally impressive food).

Of course, the library also makes a 

substantial appearance, though it’s hard to 

feel indignant about studying when 

surrounded by the grandeur of the 

Radcliffe Camera. Here again, there is lots 

of flexibility. The ability to choose your 

modules means you can go from reading 

about hippies in Soviet Russia to Medieval 

vegans in a single week!

Though Oxford can be stressful, Merton’s 

tight-knit community means support is 

always at hand, whether this is through 

tutors, welfare officers (and welfare 

teas!), or the strong friendships you 

forge over the course of your degree – 

you’re sure to have an amazing time!

DAY IN THE LIFE

7:00 - You are woken up by your alarm and immediately go back to sleep.  

8:00 - You finally gather up the strength to drag yourself out of bed.  

9:00 - After a combination of shower, coffee and breakfast has woken you up, it’s time to go 

to the library. There are lots of beautiful places to choose from, but you eventually decide 

on the upper Bodleian reading rooms - making sure to pick a desk overlooking the glorious 

Rad Cam square. 

11:50 - You soon realise that this was a mistake, as you’ve spent too much time staring out 

of the window and romanticising academia rather than doing any actual work. Nearly three 

hours and about 15 pages down you head off for one of your twice-weekly lectures. 

13:00 - Out of the lecture, it’s time for a well-earned break, a bit of socialising and 

ridiculous amounts of food with lunch in Hall  

14:00 - Work time again, as an interesting article on ancestor worship in the Inca Empire 

helps you bravely power through your food coma and the desire to take a nap. 

16:00 - You sense the need for another break to clear the head and move the atrophying 

muscles. Today it’s a walk in the beautiful University Parks, but tomorrow you might have a 

bit of a kick about with the Merton/Mansfield footy team.  

17:30 - Feeling refreshed, it's back to a little bit more work before dinner. 

18:30 - Dinnertime. Tonight you decide to show off your cooking skills with some pesto pasta.  

19:30 - After dinner, it’s time to be social. You head to a concert at the stunning 

Sheldonian with some friends. After the concert, you gather for tea and cake - or something 

stronger - in somebody’s room (usually whoever has the most clean mugs). 

23:00 - Eventually, after a hard day's work (or so you’re telling yourself) it’s finally 

time for glorious, glorious sleep. 

Anna, 

2nd

year 

History 

Student
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Hi, my name is Salmana, and I am currently in my third year studying Biology at Merton. 

Biology has been a remarkable degree; it has given me a broad perspective of the fundamental processes underpinning 

life as we know it. I’ve really enjoyed learning about the evolution of life on Earth, its origins and organism 

interactions throughout evolution. I also appreciate how this course links cell biology to ecology and its wide 

applications in agriculture, infectious diseases, and conservation. 

Typically, Merton has 4-5 biology students per year. It is a diverse cohort in terms of thought processes and interests 

in biology. This makes weekly tutorials (2-3 students) interesting because your ideas are constantly challenged, and 

you can think about a topic in a new way, helping you to develop your conceptual understanding of that topic. 

Merton has some of the most experienced and knowledgeable tutors this university offers. 

They help to develop your scientific essay writing planning and structure, but also the scientific process and 

underlying research skills. The degree changes your thinking process, helping you critically evaluate the 

textbooks/research articles' narratives and the biases and motives. It is a tough process transitioning from A-levels to 

university, but over time you’ll start to feel more confident in your abilities and feel you’ve learned so much you 

possibly can’t write it all down!

This year I enjoyed learning about infectious diseases such as Plague, African sleeping sickness, and Malaria, 

especially their pathogenesis and vaccine development. I also enjoyed the Advanced Cell Biology course, which had 

aspects of metabolic engineering and synthetic biology. I also enjoyed learning how to improve agricultural 

productivity, water, nutrient and CO2 uptake, and promote resistance to plant diseases. 

Aside from academics, I have enjoyed Merton’s atmosphere and the community. I’ve enjoyed going to various formals 

and dinners and enjoyed concerts and plays by Merton students. My favourite part is the Fellow’s Garden in Trinity 

term, which is a fantastic spot to read, draw or socialise with friends. I’ve been involved in the Merton South Asia 

network and the Merton Biomedical and Life Sciences network, which have helped me to develop communities based on my 

interests. 

Salmana,

3rd Year

Biology

Student
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Once every three years, Merton hosts a White Tie Winter 

Ball – the only Winter Ball in Oxford. The college 

undergoes a massive transformation, becoming a winter 

wonderland for one night and one night only (until the 

next one, that is). Security becomes incredibly strict, to 

stop any gate crashers (yes, it is that good) and 

everyone is dressed to the nines, for a magical night.

The evening will involve an all you can 

eat buffet at the food stalls, an open 

bar, dancing (so much dancing!) and 

live music. In 2022, the acts included 

Dylan and an ABBA tribute act!

Depending on the ball committee, made up 

of Mertonians, the theme changes every 

time. Last time, the theme was ‘The 

Immortal Hour.’

Attractions included dodgems, live music 

acts throughout the night, silent disco, 

candy floss (my personal favourite), 

palm reading and much, much more!  

Dodgems

WHITE TIE

One of Merton’s strangest traditions actually only 

dates back to 1971, when a group of undergraduates at 

Merton came up with the idea of the Time Ceremony.

Every year, at two o’clock in the morning on the last 

Sunday of October, WHEN THE CLOCKS ARE About TO 

TURN BACK, EVERYONE GATHERS on Sundial lawn, next 

to Fellow’s garden.

After listening to the founder’s history of the event 

(the founders have returned every year especially for 

the time ceremony!) we head towards fellow quad, 

which is when it starts to get really strange.

We begin to walk. Backwards around the quadrangle, and 

spin (carefully!) at the corners, in groups, linked 

together arm-in-arm. Oh, and by the way, we’re also 

in our oxford gowns (the ones you have to wear to the 

admissions ceremony), and drinking port or some 

other refreshment. I told you it was strange.

It is for a purpose though: we all gather and walk backwards for an hour every 

year in order to save the space-time continuum. Without the time ceremony, reality 

would literally collapse, so you’re welcome, for saving us all. Of course, this has 

been supported by the strongest scientific evidence – it is too complex for me to 

explain here, so you’ll just have to trust me on that one.
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1) Although Univ and Balliol might 

disagree, Merton is Oxford’s oldest 

college since it was established in 1264 

and was the first to offer live-in 

studying. 

2) First-years celebrate joining Merton 

with a candle-lit ceremony in Chapel 

followed by drinks and a formal dinner. 

3) Our previous Warden, Professor Irene 

Tracey, recently became Oxford 

University’s Vice Chancellor. 

4) Merton holds a white tie Winter Ball 

every three years so everyone gets the 

chance to attend in their time here. 

5) Andrew Wiles, the mathematician who 

proved Fermat’s last theorem, was an 

undergrad at Merton, and returned to 

the college as a professorial fellow in 

mathematics. 

6) Merton has 4 Nobel prize laureates 

amongst its old members. 

7) Mob quad is the oldest quadrangle in 

oxford and is supposedly so named 

because it was home to the ‘mob’ of 

undergraduates. 

8) In F. Scott Fitzgerald’s The Great 

Gatsby, Jay Gatsby named his library 

Merton College Library. 

9) Thomas Bodley, a Fellow here in the 17th

century, founded Oxford’s Bodleian’s 

library. 

10) Merton celebrates ‘Oxmas’ with a 

beautiful Christmas trees in front 

quad, several more in hall, 3 carol 

services and 2 Christmas dinners. 

11) The table in fellow’s garden is 

said to have inspired c.s. Lewis to create 

‘the stone table’ in The Chronicles of 

Narnia.

12) The medieval upper library in Mob 

Quad is the oldest continuously 

functioning academic university library 

in the world. 

13) In the mid-20th century, Merton 

briefly kept white peacocks in Fellow’s 

Garden, but their mating screams kept 

the students up and they had to be 

removed. 

14) Basil Blackwell, who attended 

Merton College, founded the famous 

Oxford bookshop, Blackwell’s. 

15) Henry Savile, Warden in the 16th

century, was Elizabeth I’s Ancient 

Greek teacher. 

16) J.R.R. Tolkien, author of The Lord 

of the Rings, was Professor of English 

Language and Literature at Merton 

from 1945 to 1959. 

17) William Harvey, who discovered the 

circulation of the blood, was once 

Warden of the College. 

18) On Ascension Day, you can climb to 

the top of the Chapel Tower to listen to 

the Choir sing & admire the view. 

19) SIR Roger Bannister, who ran the 

first four-minute mile at the nearby 

Iffley Road fields, is an honorary 

fellow of Merton College. 

20) Her Imperial highness Princess 

Akiko of Mikasa, member of the 

Imperial House of Japan, came to 

Merton as a visiting student in 2001. 

Entrance to Hall
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Hajrah,

JCR Access and Equalities 

Rep       




